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About This Game

Ancient Guardian - action adventure in procedurally-generated locations. You play as father, who have to find his lost daughter,
avoiding meeting dangerous enemies, bypassing traps and solving puzzles.

The game takes place in our days. While walking around the ancient city of Heraklion, the daughter of the protagonist escapes,
and the troubled father goes to search her.

Procedurally-generated locations

Each of your sessions will be unique for each level:
- In the first act of the player awaits the treacherous labyrinth of the Minotaur. Each time a random level is generated with

different corridors, passages and paths. In a random order, traps and key points are added.
- In the second act (in development) the island will appear before you. We will not go into details, as this level is still in

development, but in it every game will be unique.
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Myths and legends

The basis of our game lay real myths and legends around the world. For example, in the first and second locations, we used the
myths of Ancient Greece, only slightly changing them under the plot of our game.

A variety of monsters and items

At each level you are waiting for different, unlike each other monsters and objects. Minotaur, skeletons, gun, key and a lot
more!

Leaderboards

Once you complete the story, you will have the opportunity to compete with other players in endless mode on highscore or on
time in the story mode.
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Title: Ancient Guardian
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Hell Squirrel Games
Publisher:
DNVR Prod
Release Date: 21 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and above

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo 2.5Ghz or AMD Dual core 2.5GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon HD 5770 or GTS 450

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,Russian,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Simplified Chinese,Korean,Portuguese,Turkish,Japanese
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Elwurd is my favorite Vriska
Also it was nice to see Bronya again
Kuprum and Folykl were...a trip  That bit with them using the MC like a copper wire was something I very much wasn't
expecting lol . Not recommended ATM (hoping they can fix it) but from the past they have history of ignoring the problems.
They will probably release 1 or 2 useless patch then they are done.. More boobs. How fun.. Keeps crashing. Can't change
cotrols. Takes forever to load. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME.
Oh and if you play anyway, don't double KO on the wizard boss or you will have to start over from the beginning : the key that
drops will be lost forever and you won't be able to open doors to continue the game... neat huh?. I really enjoyed the game! It is
definetely worth the money.
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No so cool as it can be... Game cool, story, graphics, PHISICS! But alot of bad things...

Bad locomotion... Why not to use both hends to pickup things?....
Stuck some times after open dors with key...
Annoing light and his "Dont forget the key..." why repeat this all the time?

To boring to make the same things over and over again... I hope i can beat the game...

. really no need with gold camo. I didnt play yet alot,but game is amazing and infinite,u must buy it! 10\/10 :D. Simple, short,
fun little game for the price of a candy bar. Interested in seeing more stuff like this!. At this price it's a steal! The soundtrack is
really amazing and can be played on various occasions. This pack also includes some exlusives that are not in the game, so if you
like the style of the OST it's a must-have!. TL;DR: Meh. 4\/10

+ Colorblind filter (I'm not colorblind but I appreciate it when dev's add this options)
+\/- Mediocre graphics
+\/- The "intense shooting action" is actually rather boring
- Lack of options
- Bad sound effects & boring music. The game keeps crashing. Have tried lowering graphics, but nothing works. Can play a
scenario for 2-3 hours, then it will start crashing all the time. Some scenarios can be completed wiytout problem.

Not sure why, but it helped to load the second to last autosave, then i could play again...
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